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headspace services
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eheadspace

headspace 
Schools

Vocational 
Programs

Tele health

headspace Schools

This division leads the interface between 
headspace and Australian education 
systems. Current contracts:

• Be You

• Schools Suicide Prevention Activities

• Principal Coaching and Support Service

• SAFEMINDS in Practice and Suicide
Risk Continuum Training

• Skills-based Training on Suicide Risk 
Management (STORM)

Kristen Douglas

Head of headspace Schools Division

headspace, National Youth Mental 

Health Foundation

email: KDouglas@headspace.org.au

0429997079
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Session outline

• overview of Be You 

• understanding anxiety in children and young people 

• common anxiety presentations – classroom and contributing factors

• practical strategies within a whole school approach

• Be You resources for recognising and managing anxiety
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Being safe 
and inclusive

Your mental health and wellbeing 

is crucial to student mental 

health and wellbeing
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Two key strategies

• Mental health literacy & self care

• Support seeking & getting help
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Why a whole 
school approach 
to mental health 
and wellbeing?
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beyou.edu.au

What is Be You?
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In Focus 
Webinars

Be You at a glance

Always 

Be You 

Be You whole 
learning 
community 
approach 
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Building the capacity of schools to 
understand the mental health system 
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Online 
mental health 

services

School

services

headspace 
centres

Acute mental 
health services

eheadspaceGP’s

Private 
providers via 
mental health 

plan

hospitals

State based 
Child & Youth 

Mental 
Health 

Services

Paediatricians

Early Childhood
(Children and families)

Primary Schools 
(Children and families)

Secondary Schools
(Young people and families)

Be You

A whole school approach: 10 key 
questions
• What policies and frameworks do we have?

• What professional learning or training is needed and to which workforce?

• How do we connect, engage, partner with, and build capacities of families?

• What internal strategies and programs do we have?

• What external support, strategies and services do we have?

• What stakeholders and partners should we consider?

• What evidence do we have?

• Do we have coverage across the mental health continuum?

• What campaigns and communication strategies do we have?

• What evaluation and implementation science checkpoints do we have - data, evidence, evaluation?
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Some key 
mental health 
concepts 
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Clarifying mental health terms

Mental health issues:

• encompass cognitive, emotional & behavioural

issues that may cause concern or distress

• affect thinking, feeling & behaviour

• include issues experienced in relation to normal

life stressors

• span the mental health continuum from yellow to 

red zone.
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Mental health conditions:

• are clinically diagnosed by a health professional

• significantly interfere with cognitive, emotional or

social abilities

• can cause distress, impact day-to-day 

functioning

• can occur at any age or stage

• often commence during childhood & 

adolescence.

Continuum of mental health
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Risk & protective 
factors in context
Identifying risk and protective factors 

in a child’s or young person's 

context can help educators plan 

support strategies.
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Mental 
health issues 
in school 
communities
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Why is this 
relevant for 
educators?
Compared to other children and young 

people, individuals with a mental 

health condition are likely to: 

• be less connected and engaged with school

• miss more days of school

• have lower academic outcomes (e.g. lower 

NAPLAN scores)

• fail to complete year 12.

Mental health conditions are therefore an 

education issue not just a health issue.
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A common issue 
for children and 
adults
• busy head

• head noise

• Incessant thinking

• negative thoughts

• ruminating thoughts

• negative loop

…..exacerbated by social media
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Common mental health conditions in 
primary school children

Goodsell, B., Lawrence, D., Ainley, J., Sawyer, M., Zubrick, S. R., & Maratos, J. (2017). Child and Adolescent Mental health and educational outcomes. An analysis of 

educational outcomes from Young Minds Matter: the second Australian Child and Adolescent Survey of Mental Health and Wellbeing. 
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Common mental health conditions in 
secondary school-aged young people

Goodsell, B., Lawrence, D., Ainley, J., Sawyer, M., Zubrick, S. R., & Maratos, J. (2017). Child and Adolescent Mental health and educational outcomes. An analysis of 

educational outcomes from Young Minds Matter: the second Australian Child and Adolescent Survey of Mental Health and Wellbeing. 
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Mental health conditions and absenteeism

The Mental Health of Australian Children and Adolescents: Educational Outcomes 

https://youngmindsmatter.telethonkids.org.au/
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Exploring 
anxiety
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7 months - toddler Toddler to middle 

childhood

Middle to late childhood Late childhood to early 

adolescence

Fear of: Fear of: Fear of: Fears revolve around social 

or evaluative situations:

• strangers • animals/insects • supernatural beings • rejection by peers

• separation • separation from parents • bodily injury • being embarrassed

• loud noises • the dark • the dark • dating

• animals • monsters • heights • taking tests, 

• large machines

(e.g. vacuum cleaner or 

lawn mower)

• sleeping alone • getting lost or trapped • death

• ‘bad’ people • burglars • physical injury

• doctors/dentists

• death and dying
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Source: ‘Small Steps Strategies to Support Anxious Children In the Classroom’ http://understandinganxiety.wayahead.org.au/education/strategies-to-support-anxious-children-in-the-classroom/

Common fears and anxieties in childhood

How might anxiety present? 

Feelings and emotions

• being irritable and/or having persistent worries and fears; avoiding feared situations; panic.

Thoughts

• difficulty concentrating; being easily distracted; catastrophizing; being critical of own work.

Physical symptoms

• racing heart; sweating, feeling dizzy; feeling tense, aches/pains, poor sleep, butterflies in the stomach, jitty, not

being able to sit still  

Behaviour

• being withdrawn or excessively shy and unable to relax; regression in behaviour or development.
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Jake’s story 
Jake storms in late to his Year 7 English class first session in the morning.

He noisily sits down and puts his books down heavily on the desk. 

The teacher asks for his late pass from the office (which is school process), he begins to protest, the teacher insists, he stands 

up, cursing, to head to the office, and knocks his neighbour’s book off the table.

Considering your current role, how might you respond? How might your school respond?  

You now have more of the story: 

• the before school yard duty teacher has seen Jake sobbing, not wanting to leave his Mum’s car at drop off time

• Jake’s father had recently left his mother, completely unexpectedly for Jake

• Jake’s world, that felt stable, has unexpectedly crumbled

• he appears anxious when he is not around his Mum 

Would your previous consideration to responding to Jake look different and if so how? 
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Factors influencing anxiety
Internal

• temperament

• interpretation of events

• mastery of skills and knowledge

• physical health

• thought patterns
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External

• family history of mental health issues

• family relationships 

• life events

• connection to community

• environment

• culture

Practical 
support 
strategies 

Be You GenNext 2019 31
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Providing early support
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Notice changes in 

mood and behaviour

Inquire sensitively 

about the individual’s 

circumstances

Provide 

support/referrals to 

children/young people 

and their families 

BETLS 
observation tool
This tool is a template for systematically 

gathering and documenting information and 

observations about a child or young person, 

and noting particular concerns.

The acronym, BETLS, reminds us to 

consider:

• behaviour

• emotions

• thoughts

• learning

• social relationships 
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Practical classroom strategies to 
assist students manage anxiety

Strategies include: 

• recognising, understanding emotions and bodily cues 

• helping children/young people think it through

• reassurance

• calm responding

• routine

• relaxation strategies eg mindfulness, music, drawing, colouring art supplies

• actively coaching a highly distressed, anxious student to return to calmer state 
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10 ways to support 
students with anxiety

1. Slow down and breathe

2. Make time to worry

3. Climb that ladder

4. Encourage positive thinking (Reframing)

5. Have a go 

6. Model helpful coping 

7. Empower

8. Be Upfront 

9. ‘Be Brave’ Program

10. Check own behaviour
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Peter is catching 

up with friends 

from his old 

school. I don’t 

really know them.

I’ll see my other 

friends on Friday 

and speak to 

Peter on 

Saturday.

He doesn’t like me.

I wasn’t invited to 

Peter’s party.
Reframing 
unhelpful 
thinking

Some useful resources

Available on Be You website:

• Be You Anxiety fact sheets (in Resources)

• 10 strategies to try to support anxious children (in Resources)

• BETLS (behaviour, emotions, thoughts, learning, social relationships) observation tool (in Tools)

• BRAVE online program to help kids cope with worries and anxiety (in Programs Directory)

• Smiling mind mindfulness website and app (in Programs Directory)

Other resources:

• Small steps strategies to support anxious children in the classroom (Mental Health Association, NSW)

• St Luke's Innovative resources for social and emotional literacy and learning
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Next steps

• Visit the Be You booth and learn more about its 

benefits for educators and schools

• register with Be You at beyou.edu.au as an

individual educator and whole learning community|

• continue your Be You journey and share your

commitment with others

Register
Individual

Access to:

• professional learning and online resources

beyou.edu.au
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Whole School Community

Access to:

• your school’s allocated consultant

• surveys, planning tools and events

• suicide postvention support

Be You State and Territory Managers
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Be You Primary and Secondary

Location Manager Email Phone

ACT Leonie Everett leverett@headspace.org.au 0448 362 994

NSW Adrian Larkin alarkin@headspace.org.au 0475 838 049

NT Michele Oliphant moliphant@headspace.org.au 0447 926 799

QLD Georgina Livingstone glivingstone@headspace.org.au 0455 079 803

SA David Wild dwild@headspace.org.au 0447 927 659

TAS Jessica Morgan jmorgan@headspace.org.au 0448 613 934

VIC Kelly Merritt kmerritt@headspace.org.au 0458 037 955

WA Sherenne Foale sfoale@headspace.org.au 0427 128 271

Mindfulness
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A simple strategy for classroom & schools to increase calm, connectivity, belonging and safety
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Thank 
you

Questions?
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